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Flutter Group hires political gambling reformer
Initial public backlash to the appointment
Industry sees the appointment as strategic

Flutter’s hire of gambling reform advocate and ex-senior politician Tom Watson is a smart strategic move, but
has sparked predictable controversy, according to industry consultants.
Watson, the former deputy leader of the UK Labour Party, said he has “consistently called for action to protect
those who may be potentially vulnerable to harm” and hopes by taking the advisory role at gambling giant
Flutter he can “understand how best to further develop and implement industry leading responsible gambling
policies” and “continue to drive positive change”.
His appointment made national news in the UK, even trending on Twitter, with the majority of public comments
very negative about Watson’s willingness to work for a gambling firm. 
The backlash to the appointment was “unfair'' but “inevitable”, said Dan Waugh, a partner at gambling
consultancy Regulus Partners, adding the role should be seen as an “extension of his work” towards reforming
the UK’s gambling laws.
During his time in the Labour Party, Watson was instrumental in pushing for the now impeding Gambling Act
review, called for an overhaul of problem gambling treatment, the creation of a gambling ombudsman and
demanded all gambling firms reapply for their licences. 
Flutter said it wants Watson to learn about all aspects of its business, from staff training to safer gambling
operations, and provide his input to “challenge” the operator in its pursuit to improve safer gambling best
practices.
“He deserves the opportunity to demonstrate that he can offer sound and impartial advice on harm
prevention; and Flutter should be given the benefit of the doubt that it will take good advice,” Waugh said. 
Since stepping down from his political role, Watson surprised many in the industry by giving the opening
speech at the ICE VOX conference in 2020, saying he supports a “system of regulation that protects the
vulnerable” and is not a gambling prohibitionist.
Watson’s “enlightening speech” led David Clifton, partner at legal consultancy Clifton Davies, to “firmly
disagree” with one media outlet’s description of him as an “anti-gambling campaigner”.
“I think this is a strategically very sensible appointment by Flutter, particularly with the government review of
the Gambling Act looming on the horizon. 
"I hope that he and Michael Dugher at the Betting and Gaming Council (BGC) will find some common ground on
core safer gambling principles that in the longer term will serve to benefit gambling operators and customers
alike,” Davies told VIXIO GamblingCompliance.
The BGC’s CEO, Michael Dugher, said the appointment was not a matter for the trade group, but he personally
believes it is a “smart move” to “embrace an industry critic”.
Watson’s gambling reform background was seen as an important part of Flutter’s “commitment to lead the
industry’s race to the top”, according to its CEO, Peter Jackson.
Regardless of Flutter’s intentions, “for Tom ... it feels like a real u-turn from his past speeches and the industry
is preparing for the regulation changes”, said Danny Cheetham from Gamvisory, a group that works with
"experts by experience" in gambling addiction.
“Tom always spoke highly for safer gambling. I just hope he's been employed by the industry for the right
reasons,” Cheetham added.
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